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Charm meson oscillations are observed in a time-dependent analysis of the ratio of $D^0 \rightarrow K^+\pi^-\pi^+\pi^-$ to $D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^-$ decay rates, using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb$^{-1}$ recorded by the LHCb experiment. The measurements presented are sensitive to the phase-space averaged ratio of doubly Cabibbo-suppressed to Cabibbo-favored amplitudes $r_D^{K^{3\pi}}$ and the product of the coherence factor $R_D^{K^{3\pi}}$ and a charm mixing parameter $y_{K^{3\pi}}$. The constraints measured are $r_D^{K^{3\pi}} = (5.67 \pm 0.12) \times 10^{-2}$, which is the most precise determination to date, and $R_D^{K^{3\pi}}y_{K^{3\pi}} = (0.3 \pm 1.8) \times 10^{-2}$, which provides useful input for determinations of the CP-violating phase $\gamma$ in $B^\pm \rightarrow DK^\mp$, $D \rightarrow K^+\pi^-\pi^+\pi^-$ decays. The analysis also gives the most precise measurement of the $D^0 \rightarrow K^+\pi^-\pi^+\pi^-$ branching fraction, and the first observation of $D^0-\bar{D}^0$ oscillations in this decay mode, with a significance of 8.2 standard deviations.
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Neutral mesons can oscillate between their particle and antiparticle states. This phenomenon, also referred to as mixing, is of considerable interest for a variety of reasons, including its unique sensitivity to effects beyond the standard model of particle physics. Mixing has been observed in strange, beauty, and, most recently, charm mesons. Its observation in the charm ($D^0 - \bar{D}^0$) system is particularly challenging, with an oscillation period that is more than 1000 times longer than the meson’s lifetime. It took until 2008 for charm mixing to be established, by combining results from BABAR, BELLE, and CDF [1–4], and until 2013 for the first 5σ observation in an individual measurement [5]. Until now, all 5σ observations of charm mixing in individual measurements have been made in the decay mode $D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^-\pi^+$. Previous studies of this decay mode have been consistent with the no-mixing hypothesis [8,9].

Charm mixing is also sensitive to the phase difference between charm and anticharm decay amplitudes to the same final state. This phase information plays an important role in the measurement of the charge-parity (CP) violating phase $\gamma$ (or $\phi_3$), which is accessible in decays with $b \rightarrow u$ quark transitions. The precision measurement of the relative magnitudes and phases of quark transitions provides a stringent test of the standard model, and the parameter $\gamma$ plays a central role in this effort. Currently, $\gamma$ has a relatively large experimental uncertainty, and can be measured, with negligible uncertainty from theory input, in the decay $B^+ \rightarrow DK^-$, which is the most precise determination to date, and $D^0 \rightarrow f$ and $\bar{D}^0 \rightarrow f$ amplitudes, where $f$ represents the final state of the $D$ decay. Previously, it was thought that the relevant phase information could only be measured at $e^+e^-$ colliders operating at the charm threshold, where correlated $D\bar{D}$ pairs provide well-defined superpositions of $D^0$ and $\bar{D}^0$ states. Recent studies [15,16] have shown that this input can also be obtained from a time-dependent measurement of $D^0-\bar{D}^0$ oscillations. This is the approach followed here.

In this work the observation of $D^0-\bar{D}^0$ oscillations is made by measuring the time-dependent ratio of $D^0 \rightarrow K^+\pi^-\pi^-\pi^+$ to $D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^+$ decay rates. The flavor of the $D$ meson at production is determined using the decays $D^+ (2010)^+ \rightarrow D^0\pi^+$ and $D^0 (2010)^- \rightarrow \bar{D}^0\pi^-$, where the charge of the soft (low-momentum) pion $\pi_2$ tags the flavor of the meson. The wrong-sign (WS) decay $D^0 \rightarrow K^+\pi^-\pi^-\pi^+$ has two dominant contributions: a doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) amplitude, and a $D^0-\bar{D}^0$ oscillation followed by a Cabibbo-favored (CF) amplitude. The right-sign (RS) decay $D^0 \rightarrow K^-\pi^+\pi^-\pi^+$ is dominated by the CF amplitude, and has negligible contributions of $O(10^{-6})$ from $D^0-\bar{D}^0$ oscillations. Ignoring CP violation, to second order in $t/\tau$, the time dependence of the phase-space integrated decay rate ratio $R(t)$ is approximated by
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where $\Gamma$ denotes the decay rate, $t$ is the proper decay time of the $D^0$ meson (measured with respect to production), $\tau$ is the $D^0$ lifetime, and $r_D^{K3\pi}$ gives the phase space averaged ratio of DCS to CF amplitudes [15,16]. The dimensionless parameters $x$ and $y$ describe mixing in the $D^0$ meson system, with $x$ proportional to the mass difference of the two mass eigenstates, and $y$ proportional to the width difference [4]. Here, $y_{K3\pi}$ is defined by $y_{K3\pi} \equiv y \cos \delta_D^{K3\pi} - x \sin \delta_D^{K3\pi}$, where $\delta_D^{K3\pi}$ is the average strong phase difference; this and the coherence factor $R_D^{K3\pi}$ are defined by $R_D^{K3\pi} = e^{-i\phi_D^{K3\pi}} \equiv \langle \cos \delta \rangle + i \langle \sin \delta \rangle$, where $\langle \cos \delta \rangle$ and $\langle \sin \delta \rangle$ are the cosine and sine of the phase of the ratio of the DCS to the CF amplitude, averaged over phase space. [The convention $CP(D^0) = +|D^0\rangle$ is followed, which determines the sign of the linear term in Eq. (1)]. For the range of $D^0$ decay times used in this analysis, [0.5, 12.0] $\times \tau$, Eq. (1) is correct to within $O(10^{-6})$. All three parameters, $y_{K3\pi}$, $R_D^{K3\pi}$, and $\delta_D^{K3\pi}$, are required to determine $\gamma$ in $B^+ \to D K^+$, $D \to K^- \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^+$ decays.

This analysis is based on data samples collected in 2011 and 2012 with the LHCb detector at center-of-mass collision energies of $\sqrt{s} = 7$ and 8 TeV corresponding to integrated luminosities of 1.0 and 2.0 fb$^{-1}$, respectively. The LHCb detector [17,18] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range $2 < \eta < 5$, designed for the study of particles containing $b$ or $c$ quarks. The detector elements that are particularly relevant to this analysis are a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the $pp$ interaction region that allows $c$ and $b$ hadrons to be identified from their characteristically long flight distance, a tracking system that provides a measurement of the momentum $p$ of the charged particles, and two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors that are able to discriminate between different species of charged hadrons. Simulated events are produced using the software described in Refs. [19–22]. Differences between data and simulation are corrected using data-driven techniques described in Refs. [23,24].

Events are first selected by the LHCb trigger [25], and then by additional off-line requirements. Four tracks in the event must be consistent with the decay $D^0 \to K^+ \pi^- \pi^+ \pi^-$, each with momentum $p > 3$ GeV/$c$ and transverse momentum $p_T > 350$ MeV/$c$. The $D^0$ daughters are required to be inconsistent with originating from a primary $pp$ interaction vertex (PV) and are combined to form a $D^0$ candidate, which must have a good vertex quality and $p_T > 4.7$ GeV/$c$. The soft pion, which is combined with the $D^0$ candidate to form a $D^{*+}$ candidate, is required to satisfy $p > 3$ GeV/$c$ and $p_T > 360$ MeV/$c$. The $D^{*+}$ candidate must have a good vertex quality, and is reconstructed under the constraint that it originates from its associated PV. In order to suppress backgrounds where tracks are misidentified or misreconstructed, information from the particle identification and tracking systems is used. Secondary decays, i.e., $D^{*+}$ mesons from the decay of a $b$ hadron, are rejected by requiring that the $D^0$ meson candidate is consistent with originating from a PV. Only $D^0$ candidates that are reconstructed within 24 MeV/$c^2$ of the $D^0$ meson mass [26] are used in the analysis, reducing the amount of partially reconstructed and misidentified background. To reduce combinatorial background from randomly associated soft pions there is also a requirement that the invariant mass difference $\Delta m \equiv m(K^+ \pi^- \pi^+ \pi^-) - m(K^+ \pi^- \pi^+ \pi^+) < 155$ MeV/$c^2$. Approximately 4% of events that pass the selection requirements contain multiple signal candidates. In such cases only one candidate is picked at random and the rest are discarded.

Figure 1 shows the $\Delta m$ distribution of WS and RS signal candidates with the results of a binned likelihood fit.
superimposed. The fit includes both a signal and a combinatorial background component: the signal component is empirically described by the sum of a Johnson function [27] and three Gaussian functions. The background component is estimated by randomly associating $D^0$ candidates with soft pions from different events. The resulting shape is multiplied by a first-order polynomial whose parameters are free to vary in the fit. The fit is made simultaneously to four decay categories: WS and RS modes for $D^0$ and $D^0$ mesons. The background parametrization is free to vary independently in each category, whereas the signal shape is shared between WS and RS categories for each $D^{*+}$ flavor. The RS (WS) yield estimated from the fit corresponds to $11.4 \times 10^6$ ($42,500$) events.

To study the time dependence of the WS/RS ratio, the $\Delta m$ fitting procedure is repeated in ten independent $D^0$ decay-time bins. Parameters are allowed to differ between bins. The WS/RS ratio in each bin is calculated from $\sqrt{(N_{\text{WS}}/N_{\text{SDP}})/(N_{\text{RS}}/N_{\text{SDP}})}$, where $N$ denotes the signal yield estimated from the fit for each of the four decay categories. Using the double ratio ensures that any $p/C_6$ fraction of $\pi^+$/$\pi^-$ detection efficiency largely cancel.

Several sources of systematic effects are considered that could bias the measured WS/RS ratio. Candidates in which both a kaon and an oppositely charged pion are misidentified have a very broad structure in both a kaon and an oppositely charged pion are misidentified. The fit is made with respect to the PV, which for secondary decays does not coincide with the $D^0$ production vertex; this causes the $D^0$ decay time to be overestimated. The expected WS/RS ratio in bin $i$ can be written as $R_i[1 - \Delta_{\text{sec}},i]$, where $R_i$ is the expected ratio from prompt $D$ mesons (those produced at the PV), and $\Delta_{\text{sec}},i$ is the correction due to secondary decays. By measuring the fraction of secondary decays in RS candidates, $f_{\text{sec},i}$, one can bound $\Delta_{\text{sec}},i$ on both sides

$$f_{\text{sec},i} \left[ 1 - \frac{R_{\text{max}}(\bar{t}_i)}{R(\bar{t}_i)} \right] \leq \Delta_{\text{sec},i} \leq f_{\text{sec},i} \left[ 1 - \frac{R_{\text{min}}(\bar{t}_i)}{R(\bar{t}_i)} \right].$$

The function $R(t)$ is defined in Eq. (1), and $\bar{t}_i$ is the average decay time in decay-time bin $i$. The expressions $R_{\text{min}}(\bar{t}_i)$ and $R_{\text{max}}(\bar{t}_i)$ give the minimum and maximum of Eq. (1) in the decay-time range $[0, \bar{t}_i]$. To determine the secondary fractions $f_{\text{sec},i}$, a discriminating variable based on the $D^0$ impact parameter relative to the PV is fitted with both a prompt and secondary component: the PDF describing the former is determined from signal candidates with decay times smaller than 0.8, and the PDF describing the latter is found from a subsample of candidates that are compatible with the decay chain $B \to D^{*\pm} \mu X$. From these fits the secondary fraction is seen to increase monotonically with decay time from $(1.6 \pm 1.1\%)$ to $(6.9 \pm 0.6\%)$.

The efficiency to trigger, reconstruct, and select a $D^0 \to K^+\pi^-K_S^0$ candidate depends on its location in the five-dimensional phase space of the decay. Since there are differences in the amplitude structure between WS and RS decays, the measured WS/RS ratio can be biased. The efficiency is therefore determined in five-dimensional phase space bins using simulated data. In each decay-time bin this is used to correct the WS/RS yields taking into account the observed five-dimensional event distribution. The resulting multiplicative correction factors to the
WS/RS ratio $r_i$ differ from unity by less than a few percent, and increase (decrease) the ratio at low (high) decay times.

The background-subtracted and efficiency corrected WS/RS ratio measured in the $i$th decay-time bin is given by

$$\tilde{r}_i \equiv r_i e_i - \Delta_{iD,i} - \Delta_{iK,}\theta,$$

where $r_i$ is the WS/RS ratio estimated from the $i$th decay-time bin.

The parameters of interest are determined by minimizing the $\chi^2$ function

$$\chi^2(\theta, C) = \sum_{i,j=1}^{10} [\tilde{r}_i - \tilde{R}_i(\theta)][1 - \Delta_{\text{sec},ij}]$$

$$\times [C^{-1}]_{ij} [\tilde{r}_j - \tilde{R}_j(\theta)][1 - \Delta_{\text{sec},ij}]$$

$$+ \chi^2_{\text{sec}}(\theta) + \chi^2_{rK,\theta}(\theta),$$

where $C$ is the full covariance matrix of the measurements, including statistical and systematic uncertainties. Here, $\tilde{R}_i(\theta)$ gives the theoretical ratio of WS to RS decay rates [Eq. (1)], integrated over the $i$th decay-time bin, which depends on the fit parameter vector $\theta = \{r_D^{K3x}, R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}, \frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)\}$. Also included in the determination of $\tilde{R}_i(\theta)$ is the decay-time acceptance, which is found from the RS candidates assuming that their decay-time dependence is exponential. The parameters $\Delta_{\text{sec},ij}$ are free to float in the fit with a Gaussian constraint $\chi^2_{\text{sec}}$. The mean and width of the Gaussian constraints are defined to be the midpoint and half the difference between the limits in Eq. (2), respectively, which are dynamically updated during the fit. The parameters $f_{\text{sec},ij}$ (which are required to calculate these limits) are also Gaussian constrained to their measured values. An alternate fit is also performed where the mixing parameters $x$ and $y$ are constrained to world average values $[4]$ $x = (0.371 \pm 0.158) \times 10^{-2}$ and $y = (0.656 \pm 0.080) \times 10^{-2}$ with a correlation coefficient of $-0.361$. In this case an additional term $\chi^2_{rK,\theta}$ is included in the fit and $\theta = \{r_D^{K3x}, R_D^{K3x}, y_{K3x}, x, y\}$. The two fit configurations are referred to as “unconstrained” and “mixing constrained”.

Figure 2 shows the decay-time dependent fits to the WS/RS ratio for the unconstrained, mixing-constrained, and no-mixing fit configurations; the latter has the fit parameters $R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}$ and $\frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)$ fixed to zero. The numerical results of the unconstrained and mixing-constrained fit configurations are presented in Table I. The values of $R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}$ and $\frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)$ from the unconstrained fit are both compatible with zero at less than 3 standard deviations, but due to the large correlation between these parameters, the hypothesis that both are zero cannot be rejected with much higher significance. Using Wilks’ theorem $[29]$ the no-mixing hypothesis is excluded at a significance level of 8.2 standard deviations. The value of $\frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)$ determined using the world average values of $x$ and $y$ is compatible with the unconstrained fit result at 1.8 standard deviations. The results of the mixing-constrained fit show that the uncertainties in the parameters $r_D^{K3x}$ and $R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}$ are reduced by 41% and 61%, respectively, in comparison with the unconstrained fit. Using the mixing-constrained fit, it is possible to identify a line of solutions in the $(R_D^{K3x}, \delta_D^{K3x})$ plane. The two-dimensional contours containing 68.3%, 95.4%, and 99.7% confidence regions are shown in Fig. 3. The only other constraints on

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Type</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Fit result</th>
<th>$r_D^{K3x}$</th>
<th>$R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}, \frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unconstrained</td>
<td>$r_D^{K3x}$</td>
<td>$5.67 \pm 0.12 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.8/7(0.35)</td>
<td>$R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}$</td>
<td>$0.3 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)$</td>
<td>$4.8 \pm 1.8 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing constrained</td>
<td>$r_D^{K3x}$</td>
<td>$5.50 \pm 0.07 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.2/8(0.19)</td>
<td>$R_D^{K3x,y_{K3x}}$</td>
<td>$-3.0 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$4.1 \pm 1.7 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$y$</td>
<td>$6.7 \pm 0.8 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(\(R^\text{K3x}_D, \delta_D^{\text{K3x}}\)) are based on CLEO-c data [30]. A combination would require a combined fit sharing the input on \(x\) and \(y\). A combination made ignoring this complication shows that the input from mixing results in reductions in uncertainties on \(R^\text{K3x}_D\) and \(\delta_D^{\text{K3x}}\) by approximately 50% when compared to the CLEO-c values.

To evaluate the impact of systematic uncertainties included in the result, the fits are repeated with the same systematic uncertainties on the WS/RS ratio set to zero. In the unconstrained fit the uncertainties in \(r_D^{\text{K3x}}, R^\text{K3x}_D, y^{\text{K3x}}_D, \) and \(\frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)\) are reduced by 11%, 9%, and 11%, respectively. In the mixing-constrained fit the uncertainties in \(r_D^{\text{K3x}}\) and \(R^\text{K3x}_D y^{\text{K3x}}_D\) are reduced by 15% and 9%, respectively.

Using the results presented in Table I the decay-time integrated WS/RS ratio \(R^\text{K3x}_{\text{WS}} = (r_D^{\text{K3x}})^2 - r_D^{\text{K3x}} R^\text{K3x}_D y^{\text{K3x}}_D + \frac{1}{2}(x^2 + y^2)\) is calculated to be \((3.29 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{-3}\) for the unconstrained result, and \((3.22 \pm 0.05) \times 10^{-3}\) for the mixing-constrained result. This is consistent with the existing measurement from Belle [8], and has smaller uncertainties. Using the RS branching fraction \(B(D^0 \rightarrow K^- \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^+) = (8.07 \pm 0.23) \times 10^{-2}\) [26], the WS branching fraction \(B(D^0 \rightarrow K^- \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^+)\) is determined to be \((2.66 \pm 0.06 \pm 0.08) \times 10^{-4}\) using the unconstrained result, and \((2.60 \pm 0.04 \pm 0.07) \times 10^{-4}\) using the mixing-constrained result. Here, the first uncertainty is propagated from \(R^\text{K3x}_{\text{WS}}\) and includes systematic effects, and the second is from the knowledge of \(B(D^0 \rightarrow K^- \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^+)\).

In conclusion, the decay-time dependence of the ratio of \(D^0 \rightarrow K^+ \pi^- \pi^+ \pi^-\) to \(D^0 \rightarrow K^- \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^+\) decay rates is observed, and the no-mixing hypothesis is excluded at a significance level of 8.2 standard deviations. The world’s most precise measurements of \(r_D^{\text{K3x}}\) and \(R^\text{K3x}_D y^{\text{K3x}}_D\) are presented, and a unique constraint on \(R^\text{K3x}_D y^{\text{K3x}}_D\) is given, which will increase sensitivity to the CP-violating phase \(\gamma\) in \(B^+ \rightarrow DK^+, D \rightarrow K^- \pi^+ \pi^- \pi^+\) decays.
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